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The Perfect Couple of the 21st century - Alicja & 
Sebastian. Although they have everything; a happy 
relationship, wonderful kids, money, huge circle of 
friends, but Sebastian comes up with a risky 
experiment.  

SYNOPSIS 
A licja and Sebastian are in a happy marriage. Alicja is 

Polish and family means the world to her. Sebastian is 
German, 10 years older, divorced and a very 

successful man. Having spent 15 years together Sebastian 
surprises his wife with quite a radical idea which is… to open 
their relationship to other people. Alicja is in. The couple go 
on an adventure that could result in anything.  

I am with them all the way along. I stand by their side in their 
courageous, relentless and sometimes destructive journey to 
find new forms of love. In time it turns out that finding a way 
to an unconventional relationship is not an easy task.  

At the beginning my film tells a very intimate story about two 
people being together but after some time it begins to 
become a lonely battle of their own. It deals with trying to find 
yourself in a completely new situation and all the doubts, 
feelings and needs that accompany it.   

Initially TRUST ME seems to be a movie about unfaithfulness, 
an open relationship but quickly becomes a very deep 
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psychological study on the characters, their marriage and 
also today’s relationships between women and men in 
general. The spicy premise of an experiment as such often 
overshadows its painful way to achieve it. 

TRUST ME is an attempt to show flexibility of the whole 
process. In the film as if under a microscope we can see slow 
changes and we ask a universal question whether in the 21st 
century in times mainly focused on individuals, consumption, 
widely available goods and services maintaining a long-term 
relationship makes any sense at all.  
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CHAPTER 1 

IT TAKES TWO  

A licja and Sebastian meet each other dancing Tango, in 
Berlin in the Spring 2002 and fall in love with each other 

straight away.  

Sebastian still remembers seeing her entering the room and 
feeling instantly that she belongs to him. He has just divorced 
his wife and he is discovering his freedom and independence 
again. He just wants to have fun and seize the day. Instead of 
expected madness unexpected love comes in.   

Alicja dreams about big love. Even though she has been 
enjoying the Berlin night life over the last couple of years a 
lot, and there have been some one-night stands, deep inside 
the Polish mentality and nostalgia to find love ‘to the grave’ 
take over. After their fist night at the Tango bar Alicja simply 
does not go back to her flat at all but stays with him. A year 
after their first child – Tymon is born and 2 years later Alicja 
gives birth to their second child – Tola. The two daughters 
from Sebastian’s first marriage live both with them and their 
mother. They create some sort of a ‘patchwork’ family in 
which Alicja technically becomes their stepmother but 
actually makes friends with Sebastian’s daughters. On the 
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other hand Sebastian with his beloved Alicja by his side fulfils 
himself as a father again.  

‘We are like puzzles, that match each other perfectly’, they 
say. It is pretty clear that they have found love of their lives. 
The feeling helps them develop, motivate and inspire each 
other.   

In the meantime Sebastian becomes one of the most 
recognisable plasterers in the country. The company that he 
sets up gets more and more prestigious and lucrative jobs as 
a result it grows bigger and bigger. Sebastian becomes a real 
self-made man with an artistic jam.  

He expects a lot from other people but even more from 
himself. The main thing that drives him is always questioning 
his limitations and hunger for life.  

Alicja finds herself perfectly as a mother and wife. For the first 
time in her life she feels that she flourishes and shines, that 
she fulfils herself. She organises family schedule with 
devotion and passion. She builds and cares about their   
friends. She also fulfils herself professionally as she works as a 
part-time kindergarten teacher. She has never been so happy. 
 

Alicja and Sebastian decide to get married in 2013. Their 3-
day wedding in the countryside house with families and 
friends turns into something that their close ones will always 
remember as a festival of love. Since then each summer 
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friends and family come to their countryside house and 
celebrate as if Sebastian and Alicja were saying ‘yes’ to each 
other all over again. 

The guests witness scenes like from a romance; sunset kisses, 
walks in the moonlight, and night-time swims in the lake. I still 
remember that wedding and I will never forget it. I think to 
myself: what lucky people! They managed to find their other 
halves! For me and hundred other people at that wedding 
Sebastian and Alicja are the perfect couple, something 
indefinite; they are both very strong, independent, beautiful 
and very much in love. I look at them and have no doubt that 
this is what true love looks like… Until the day that becomes 
an inspiration and a starting point of my film.  
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CHAPTER 2 

THE PROMISE AND 
CONSEQUENCES 

Sebastian and Alicja’s marriage begins with a quite unusual 
marital promise. They do not vow that they will stay 

together until ‘death do them part’ instead their promise each 
other that their marriage will be based on uncompromised 
and unconditional integrity and truth.   

This is promise with no love guaranteed, which obviously you 
can not really guarantee. The vow comes true every day 
especially in the magic of understanding one another, they 
say.  

One day, while standing on the bridge, having spent 15 years 
together Sebastian tells Alicja, that he would like their 
relationship to be open to other people but under one 
condition – an absolute honesty. He backs his idea with some 
arguments like ‘human nature is not monogamous’ and ‘true 
love does not need to be exclusive’. Alicja does not expect 
that from him. She is shocked, she breaks down. Until then 
leaning towards a rather unusual marriage model has never 
even crossed her mind. In her ideal world true love is ‘the one 
and only’.  

When it comes to Sebastian’s feelings though his love does 
not mean that he is not fascinated by other women. Sebastian 



does not want to give up that excitement that is a part of 
discovering a new body and mind.  

The concept of multi-partner relationship is nothing new- why 
is it such controversy?  

Talks about polygamy started in ancient times. In 60s and 70s 
it was called ‘free love’. It would be wrong to think that this is 
just copying the same old concept. This is not about enjoying 
the physical side of it like it used to be in 70s. The modern 
polyamory is about maintaining love relationships with a few 
people at the same time so technically even more love. It is 
also based on absolute clarity and honesty. Everyone knows 
about each other. Otherwise it would not be a new form of  
relationship but simply a lie or an affair that has been 
mastered over centuries. The question here is whether 
monogamy is now only cultural and historical reminiscent of 
the past? Or maybe it is something a lot deeper than this?
After the situation settles down Alicja starts to consider if she 
wants and is able to follow Sebastian. They tell me about it 
and this is also the first time I find out about the whole thing.  
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CHAPTER 3 

DANGEROUS 
DANCE  

A licja makes her decision, she is in. I still do not know her 
motives. Maybe she is afraid of loosing him? Or the fact 

that she really trusts him? Is she naive or very generous? Alicja 
decides to face her fears, weaknesses, jealousy and also her 
demons and makes the most of what is coming in order to 
improve their marriage. I am considering filming the whole 
‘experiment’. I ask them and they say yes. I spend next 
summer with them. I live in their house in the countryside and 
I really feel that something has changed in their relationship. 
Alicja is playing it cool and seems very stressed out Sebastian 
on the other hand acts as if he was checking how far he can 
go. He lets himself do things with women that he did not use 
to do before such as flirting, complementing, carefully 
watching. The dangerous dance begins. One step forward 
two steps back. Alicja is not really sure whether she is ready 
yet she usually makes Sebastian slow down and then she joins 
him in. In this circumstances tango is a metaphor of their life. 
An intimate dance full of unexpected turns but also harmony. 
Holding each other they move along with music. Alicja and 
Sebastian enjoy each other’s company with their eyes closed 
but they can only do it by following one another.  
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Alicja and Sebastian on their ‘brand new path’ seek for 
understanding and acceptance. They hang out with like-
minded people, looking for groups that do the same thing as 
they do. I go with them into their new worlds, I follow, we talk, 
do research. Sometimes meetings with strangers turn out to 
be complete disasters sometimes a really nice surprise so 
another step forward together.  

One night we went out to a tango bar together. A young 
woman encouraged by Sebastian joins us at the table. She is 
attractive, very attractive. Sebastian and her talk, they laugh. 
The young woman flirts with him he joins in. Alicja sits at the 
same table and remains relaxed and certain by her husband’s 
side. She laughs too and tells stories it seems that they are all 
having a great time together. The club is very loud and I still 
try and listen to what they are talking about.  

I am really taken aback by how well Alicja deals with it.  
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CHAPTER 4 

LOVE EXPERIMENT 

Their really close friends begin to notice that something 
has changed. Some of them guess. Alicja’s Polish 

girlfriends advise that she should either tell him how far he 
can go or just stop him from doing it completely. Also men 
criticise Sebastian they say that he lets himself go too far. I 
am not really surprised by those reactions given our culture, 
religion, symbols, myths. There is this deeply-rooted view that 
only monogamous, long-term relationships are the only 
possible, needed and expected ones. Even though we are 
unofficially aware of some of affairs that have happened to 
our friends, reality is that everyone does it but nobody talks 
about it. The 21st century - is it really still a taboo? We can not 
talk about our real sexual and emotional needs even with our 
closest friends and family? 

I feel that there is no way back for them.  

I now begin to understand Sebastian and his uncompromised 
looking for something ‘more’ and coming out of his comfort 
zone, all those hermetic relationships that also happen within 
friends.  

While looking for people that share the same values they 
stumble upon ‘unique meetings organisers’ it is not that 
difficult in Berlin. When they tell me about their idea of oil 
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wrestling I know exactly where I need to be I do point out that 
I am not going to take a part in wrestling itself. The task is 
fairly easy as the event takes place at my characters’ house. 

In a blacked out room where floor is covered in foil people 
pour an oil on each other’s naked bodies. There are couples, 
single people, young women in their 30s but also couples 
who are over 50. Alicja and Sebastian look rather confused at 
the beginning, the situation is new, for me too. I am the only 
one with my clothes on. Even though I need to fight the desire 
to just run away, I am fascinated by them, how different they 
are how naturally they deal with their bodies. They do not 
mind me standing there with my camera, I am surprised that 
they tell me who they are with every consequence of often 
shameful truth.   

Even if there is no sex or sexual interaction between the part 
takers the atmosphere is very sensual. They pour oil on each 
other’s bodies, there are people massaging one another and 
after that the wrestling part kicks in. There are two people in 
the ‘fight’ holding each other tightly the rest is just there 
watching them in a circle. Alicja and Sebastian are the only 
ones still in underwear. Sebastian got interested in one of the 
young women. Alicja watches how her husband gets closer to 
the other one. Firstly they talk then they hug and finally they 
simulate wrestling they get even closer bringing their oily 
bodies tighter. Others are clapping laughing it is only Alicja 
now who barely smiles as if she was tortured. She eventually 
stands up and leaves the group, she ends it herself. She takes 
bath and goes to sleep. 
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All relationships sooner or later face a drop. The excitement 
stops. The hormone of closeness – oxytocin takes over. We 
want to be close to each other but not always naked. After a 
few years we loose sexual interest towards our partners it is 
not love that does not work anymore but some physical 
interest. 

Is it not naive to think that you can have it all at the same 
time? Why do we think that we have a right to always be 
happy? Maybe it is all down to our morality that stands in our 
way? Why can we not be happy if our partner is? Can we be 
close and not to get in each other’s ways? Is giving up some 
modern excitements the price that we ought to pay for our 
successful and happy family life?  

I have all the questions buzzing in my head. I get no answers. 
Tonight after the oil wrestling event I stay over at Alka and 
Sebastian’s house. I want to be there the morning after.  

‘Pass on the butter’ – this is the only sentence that gets said 
while having breakfast. Alicja and Sebastian seem distant. 
Their lightness has faded away they have had enough. 
Miserable and calm days come in. They somehow walk next to 
each other unnoticed. I start to feel that their relationship has 
lost its charm.  
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CHAPTER 5 

ESCAPE 

In critical moments their countryside getaways seem to be 
the only salvation. Everything seems to be normal in there. 

The countryside landscapes are filled with memories and 
rules are very clear. Alicja and Sebastian bought the house a 
decade ago. They are safe there. They go there whenever 
they can. Sometimes with friends sometimes just on their 
own. Their daughter was born there and Sebastian proposed 
her and there, on the bridge, he told her about other women.  

I spend a lot of time with them there. We cook together, we 
go for walks but most importantly we talk. I have become one 
of the only ones that ‘knows’ and I slowly begin to see that 
they need me I am their proof that it is all actually happening I 
am witnessing changes.  

When I take my camera with me to catch the moods it kind of 
brings us to another level. We can always go back to the 
rushes that I have filmed and talk things through it makes it 
easier for them too as they can look back on things it also 
makes us a team.  

Something has changed in me too as I am trying to look at 
them and their relationship now from a professional point of 
view I take everything into account and I am also trying to 
question my view on it a lot more now.  
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I know now that Alicja not only acts out of fear but she lives 
that big, romantic, unconditional love – even if she crosses 
her own borders and suffers because of that.  

It turns out that their open relationship made some space 
where they have a chance for self-development. They go 
above and beyond own and each other’s borders that creates 
some more room for them. 

In order to find answers for all the questions above she visits 
her family home in Poland a lot more often now. It only takes 
an hour to get from Pehlitz to where she used to live in Poland 
– Stargard. Alicja’s dad used to be a ship’s captain he worked 
on the sea. Her mum was a housewife her entire life. Alicja’s 
parents are still together and they are in a very successful 
marriage. They are wonderful parents and make amazing 
grandparents for her children. Alicja goes to the flat where 
she grew up. She also visits her friends from childhood and 
teenage years. They all set up their own families. She sees 
them on their small local playground, on their way home from 
work or going shopping. She also has her grandma in Poland, 
her dad’s mum. The two are very close. They are very much 
alike. The same penetrating look, the same green eyes. Her 
grandma used to visit her in their countryside house in 
Germany a lot. She has not felt like coming over since last 
year though. She is 88 year old. Alicja misses their 
conversations that is why she visits her in Poland a lot more 
often. Her grandma has been through a lot both her husband 
and son worked on the sea. Ala really wants to talk to her 
grandma about her own feelings but just can not get herself 
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to do it. She is from another generation, different values, she 
does not think her grandma would understand but who 
knows? I really hope that Alicja by going to places where she 
comes from will feel herself more and it might also help her 
distance herself from the whole situation.  
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CHAPTER 6 

ATTACK AND SELF-
DEFENSE 

Sebastian and Alicja devote and spend a lot of their energy 
working on the subject. They talk about everything they 

go to a therapist. They decided to do a special therapy that 
starts with looking in each other’s eyes. It is down to the 
partners who is going to open their eyes first and face a stare 
served by their partner. During the therapy they analyse and 
try to get to know each other better.  

On the other hand during their Krav Maga sessions they fight. 
It is a good form of emotion relief that piles up under a mask 
of a perfect marriage.  
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CHAPTER 7 

LA POSE FINALE 

How is this all going to work out for them? Is Alicja ready to 
continue the experiment? Her common sense says yes 

but she is emotionally drained. She gets some psychosomatic 
symptoms such as headaches, stomach aches, anxiety. 
Sebastian has got doubts too.  

On one hand he feels her and suffers with her on the other 
hand he fails, he does not get what he wants. But their story 
carries on and it does not look like any of them wants to cut if 
off. If the trial fails they fail together. This very intense time 
seems to be bringing them together like never before. Is 
Sebastian’s dream about multiple partners going to come 
true? Is their relationship strong enough to carry that burden 
and deal with the pressure of it? Or maybe as the time goes 
by they become emotionally independent and free? Or maybe 
it is going to be Alicja who falls for somebody else and leaves 
Sebastian? Or maybe they are meant to be like the characters 
from Brothers Grimm’s tale The Fisherman and His Wife?  

I have a feeling that their story is incredibly important 
nowadays and I want to tell it to the world. There are studies 
showing that the divorce rate in Germany has never been as 
high as it is now. It is almost 200 000 couples a year getting 
divorced. We have higher expectations towards our marriages 
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and ready to end it anytime if something goes wrong. When it 
comes to numbers monogamy is a disaster. Our relationships 
last  approximately 4 years a half of  adult Europeans cheat on 
their partners. The most common reason is usually cheating. 
Furthermore, according to another study, jealousy is one of 
the most common reason for deadly domestic violent acts in 
Western countries. More than half people say they do not find 
sexual satisfaction in their relationships. Normal relationships 
is therefore based on lies, cheating, hurting and most likely 
lead to break ups.  

Are polyamorous relationships a remedy for today’s couples 
or is it just another uncontrolled act of consumerism for 
individuals?  

Polyamory and looking for new forms of relationships has 
been in the media for some time now. It has become a subject 
that people are interested in. Today’s world offers so many 
solutions and alternative routes that it is completely down to 
us what we decide to do.  

Spiciness that surrounds the subject often overshadows the 
difficulty and pain that people experience going through it. 

TRUST ME is an attempt to show the flexibility of the process.  
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FILM LANGUAGE  
The first scene in the film takes place in a therapy session. 

That is where an audience meet and explore the main 
characters. Alicja and Sebastian sit opposite each other with 
their eyes closed it is only the therapist’s voice that we can 
hear in the background. Alicja opens her eyes first and she 
looks at her husband, Sebastian joins in a few moments later. 
They are now looking at each other. They sit opposite each 
other, it is close and direct. There is no way to escape.  

The therapy will keep coming back throughout the film it is 
some sort of a clip. It will create gaps, moments to breathe 
and reflect on things, it might also be a moment for ceasefire 
in their marital battle. In terms of cinematography from the 
sessions I would like them to be similar, static, balanced not 
too much in frame – no distraction, the main focus always on 
the characters’ faces.  

Apart from the uptight session format my main goal is to 
watch, to observe. On one hand I want to watch their daily life 
– meals together, conversations, time spent with their kids, 
just a daily routine on the other hand I would like to capture 
changes in their relationship. Camera captures everything 
that happens between the characters in their closest 
environment. Only verbal and non-verbal communication, no 
interviews. Nothing will be a given in the story. We will 
experience only some parts of their life to build a bigger 
picture.  
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We also have some archive footage such as the family’s 
videos, photographs that will be used in the film.  

I would like to use contrast in building the story. So I am 
planning to use footage of loud, hectic city like Berlin where 
they work and live and then combine it with their countryside 
house where they spend their free time. It will be their idyllic 
place where they rest together; silence, the lake, walks, they 
clearly slow down in there they process and they seem very 
calm and relaxed. As opposed to reality that they function in 
every day. We will also show Alicja’s Polish hometown and 
home. Her visiting grandma will be moments of reflection and 
going back to her origins – her childhood, customs and 
traditions which she does not follow anymore as she grows 
older though she seems to be more attached to them.   

Contrasts will be all over visuals of the film too. It will be wide 
shots with close-ups put together. Music plays an essential 
part in the process too. It will be written by Polish-German 
jazz singer – Natalia Mateo. She received the ‘Jazzecho’ award 
in 2016 and is now creating music for the 3rd season of a tv 
series - Babylon Berlin. She has been watching the 
development of the film and its characters from the very 
beginning. We talk about what is in it a lot. You can see some 
effects of the collaboration in the teaser.  

She uses her voice as a comment to what happens on the 
screen – its aesthetic and emotions. The improvisation is 
quite typical for jazz artists it is present in her work a lot too.  
Making the most of every moment lets her follow her intuition 
in creating music. 
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She translates her observations into music, underlines, 
strengthens and explains it at the same time. 

She works on music for both Alicja and Sebastian. Not only 
she enriches the film but her music and voice fit very well in 
it. She perceives every aspect of love and relationship 
through her work she does it with a great sensitivity that only 
proves her talent.  

LOCATIONS 

The film will be shot in Berlin, small town in Brandenburg  
some scenes will also be shot in Polish towns nearby 

Szczecin and by the Baltic Sea. 
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE 
I have known Alicja and Sebastian for years  I watch them 

with great curiosity I can see how this current situation 
affects their basic values.  I have become their mentor I have 
been dragged into it but I want to be involved in it I want to 
know what is going to happen next. It is so current and very 
much related to what we feel and need nowadays.  

Alicja and Sebastian shared their story with me. I had many 
doubts whether to film it or not I even had doubts to ask them 
for permission to go ahead with it, to tell a story that is about 
to be written.. 

In the film I would like to look closer at relationships in 
general – love in modern times and chances that this feeling 
has in our fast-paced world of capitalism and wide availability 
of goods.  

I am Polish myself and have lived in Berlin for twenty years. I 
am intrigued by this fine line between our private lives and 
what we show to the world. The walls that used to protect 
families no longer exist, the walls that we used to hide our 
weaknesses and problems behind. This is one and only 
occasion when I can look at these delicate emotions so 
closely.  

A lot of people of all ages and walks of life throw the ‘old 
world’ values out of the window. They question their parents 
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and grandparents’ lifestyles. What does love look like in times 
when we post everything on social media?  

We see some new openings; looking for new morality.   

Alicja and Sebastian are in a very critical moment in their 
relationship which we have experienced ourselves. The 
moment when you know that something is not quite right. 
When we ask questions but there are no easy answers.  

We do not know where the characters will lead us. Alicja and 
Sebastian start a new chapter they leave their door wide open 
so we can observe them we can watch the most intimate and 
secret parts of their life together. The audience become the 
observers of day to day life of our characters and their 
relationship that develops as we go along.  

The spiciness of this subject often overshadows the pain of 
getting through that process. Even though we see we see 
their children in the teaser we have decided to protect them 
during production. They appear in the film, unrecognised, as 
members of the family. They will only be filmed from a 
distance or they will be intentionally cut out from the frame. 
The audience usually only hear them in the background.  

TRUST ME is an attempt to show the flexibility of the process.  
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NOTE ABOUT THE 
AUTHOR 
JOANNA RATAJCZAK 

She graduated from University of Humanities in Poznań 
and Freie Universität in Berlin. She has worked in media 
for a couple of years. As well as with Berlin Radio she 

worked for Berlin TV, ARD TV and RBB TV.  Her radio 
programme ‘JazzRIO’ was awarded with Brown Medal at the 
New York International Radio Programme Awards. She has 
been enrolled on a prestigious course at The Wajda School 
where she developed TRUST ME. She lives in Berlin. Her new 
documentary ‘Brodwin – Village Like No Other’ will have its 
debut in 2020.  
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PRODUCER 

 

SILVER FRAME is an independent Production House 
focused on producing documentarys and features with 
international potential. SILVER FRAME works with young, 

aspiring filmmakers from around the world. We seek for 
stories that appeals to everyone. We offer emotions. 
Collaborating with Polish and International Partners is our 
priority. We never stop looking for projects and challenges as 
both co-producer and executive producer.  
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PROJECT STATUS 

We are at an early stage of production, we have shot 7 
days of footage. We are planning to shoot 30 more 
days this summer. This is a very important moment 

for our characters, Sebastian has met a new woman and Alice 
is becoming more independent and she has more and more 
to say in the relationship. Though both of them fight for their 
relationship and go to therapy. Summer is an essential period 
in our film, as it will be a trip time to the summer house and 
meetings with friends – ‘summer weddings’. The place where 
they return to harmony and fall in love again. This is where 
their wedding was celebrated. We have a lot of archive 
material that will show how this relationship has changed over 
the years. The wedding, the birth of their children, recordings 
from previous summer trips are only some of it. The project 
was developed at the Andrzej Wajda Master School, where it 
was highly regarded by Marcel Łoziński. The premiere of the 
film is planned to take place in 2022. The Polish distributor - 
Docs Against Gravity is interested in distribution and is also 
willing to organize the Polish premiere during its festival in 
Warsaw. The German distributor - Missing Films is on board 
too. Financial support was declared by RBB television 
(German TV) and the film producer. We are going to apply for 
funding to the Polish Film Institute and to the Chicken and 
Egg (Egg) celerator Lab in June this year. We also want to co-
produce with HBO Europe. 
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TIMELINE 
All details are presented in the schedule: 

May 2020 - Tribbeca film fund and for Chek nand Egg 
application. 

June 2020 - HBO EUROPE application 

June 2020- Application to Polisch film fund. 

September 2020 - Doc Lab Poland application. 

July, August, September 2020 - film shooting time  

November, December 2020- January, February, March2021 - 
postproduction stage 

December 2020 - first editing draft. 

March/April 2021 - the final version of the film.  

January February 2021- marketing strategy  

January, February, March 2021- distribution plan  

January, February-March 2021 - applications for festivals  

February 2022 - film premiere  



FUNDING 
Currently, the project is guaranteed financial support 

from the German TV RBB and the producer income. 
Additionally, the project is covered by the mentoring 

support of the Wajda School and Doc Lab Poland. It also has 
declared advertising support from a Radio Berlin station. At 
the stage of marketing strategy building, the project will 
involve Alfa Panda, responsible for CORPUS CRISTI (PL, Oscar 
nominee'20), BARN (NO, Venice'19), Une Colonie (CA, 
Berlinale Crystal Bear '19), Touch Me Not (RO, Berlinale Golden 
Bear 18), The Guest (IT, Locarno Piazza Grande'18) and 
Another Day of Life (PL, Cannes'18).  

The fundraising strategy assumes application to the Gucci 
Tr ibeca Documentary Fund and Chicek and Egg 
(Egg)celerator Lab in May 2020, next application to the Polish 
Film Fund in September 2020. At the beginning of next year 
we will submit an application to polish regional film fund - 
Pomerania FILM Fund, the film's action partly takes place in 
the protagonists home town. In the meantime we are looking 
for a partner from Germany to apply to MDM Fund. After the 
summer shoot we want to submit the application to HBO 
Europe.In the meantime we are looking for a strong partner 
from Germany to secure plan B. The German partner will be 
able to submit the project to Mitteldeutsche Medienförderung 
- Cine regio. German partner will also open door to apply to 
the Polish-German co-production fund and the EU Media 
programme. It will also strengthen the position of applying to 



the NIPKOW programme in September 2020. We also want to 
base our strategy on cooperation with HBO Europe. In 
September we would like to present Hanka Kastelicová, the 
first parts of the film.  

Funding Request 

The funds will be spent directly on film production in July 
2020. This is a key moment in our history. It will be decided 
whether Alicia will leave her husband or stay with him. The 
money will be spent on the crew's salary: Director, 
camerawoman, camera assistant, sound operator, gaffer, 
production manager. For the equipment: renting a camera, 
sound and lighting equipment. And for the crew's 
accommodation during film shooting. The remaining part of 
the money will be used for visual materials editing, trailer, 
poster, promotional materials.  

INCLUSIVITY 
The project is carried out by womens about a woman. 

The film crew base of a directress and a camerawoman 
who went to Germany from Poland in search of work. 

The main character of the film is also an emigrant. The social 
theme that is touch in the film is based on the sublime 
emanations between polyamori, economic dependence and 
deep devotion to man.  



ARTISTIC 
APPROACH 
I have known my characters for many years and I watch the 

development of their relationship with great curiosity. 

Alicia and Sebastian are at a critical point where we believe, 
many of us have been before - when something in a 
relationship breaks, when we ask questions, to which we do 
not have easy answers. I see how the current situation shifts 
our characters’ boundaries and basic values. I feel that this 
subject is more topical than ever, so much more related to 
contemporary feelings and needs.  

In this film I would like to take a closer look at today's 
relationships - love today - and chances this feeling has in the 
fast-paced world of consumption and wide accessibility of 
goods. What challenges does a long-term and stable 
relationship have to face in the world of individualism, where 
we value personal development so much? In a world in which 
everything is so easily accessible? At a time when we have 
access to hundreds of potential new partners without even 
moving from our houses, where all we need to do is to browse 
their faces on a smartphone? More and more people 
nowadays, regardless of their age or gender, reject old 
traditions and question morality and lifestyle of their parents 
and grandparents. History shows that the concept of multiple 
partners is nothing new, but has never been so common. 
What 'modern polyamory’ seeks is to maintain a love 
relationship with several people at the same time - that is, 



practically even more love. It also requires complete 
transparency and honesty. Everybody knows about each 
other. Otherwise it would simply be a lie or an affair, has been 
perfected by monogamous couples for centuries. I was born 
in Poland I have lived in Berlin for almost 20 years. It is 
interesting to see how the fine line between what is private 
and what we show to the outside world is becoming more 
and more blurred. The walls that used to protect our families, 
behind which problems and flaws were hidden, are becoming 
more and more transparent. This is a unique opportunity to 
take a closer look at these delicate and strong emotions. 
Divorce rate in Germany is higher than ever, reaching 
200,000 couples a year. Our expectations towards 
relationships have increased, as well as our willingness to end 
them . Analysing monogamy figures is a disaster. Our 
relationships last on average four years. About a half of adult 
Europeans cheat on their partners. That is also the most 
common reason for divorce. Furthermore, jealousy is one of 
the most common causes of fatal violence in Western 
countries. More than a half of our partners admit that they do 
not find sexual fulfilment in their partners. Normality of 
relationships is based on: lying, cheating, hurting and 
eventually break ups. Are polyamorous relationships a 
solution for today's couples, or is it just another exuberant act 
of consumption and individualism? I would like to find an 
answer to that question. 



DISTRIBUTION, 
MARKETING 
The promotion of the film is planned for 2021. We will put 

emphasis on women’s press and psychology magazines 
to create a trend in the media. We hope this will also be 
effectively picked up by newspapers/daily papers.  

Marketing support in Germany will be provided by Radio 
Berlin which has already agreed on contributing to marketing. 
Promotion in social media will be handled by Alfa Panda 
which will run a campaign based on parts of the film and 
articles. Our goal is to get a peak of interest at the beginning 
of 2022 to organise a world premiere at the Berlinale. Then we 
would like to carry on with some A-Class festivals such as; 
Tribeca, Hot Docs, Cannes, CPH DOX, Cracow FF. 

We are also planning to organize a meeting with 
psychologists and authorities in such matter to discuss the 
issues raised in the film from a scientific point of view. The 
distribution of the film in Poland will be handled by DOC 
Against Gravity, which is also the organizer of one of the 
biggest film festivals in Warsaw. Missing Films will distribute in 
Germany - which will be based on studio cinemas and DVDs. 
We assume that apart from documentary enthusiasts, the film 
will become interest of couples (20-35 yo) and women (25-40 
yo). Being aware of how controversial this film is, we want the 
screening to be followed by a Q&A with a psychologist and 
the director. We think that the Valentine's Day period might be 
the best time for distribution. Apart from important festivals, 



we do not want to forget about the smaller ones. We want to 
show the film at a small new festival in Warsaw - Her Docs - a 
festival devoted to women's work. Due to the willingness to 
cooperate with HBO Europe, the VOD distribution will be 
carried out by HBO GO. 



CONTACT 

TRUST  
ME 
© Silver Frame 

Silver Frame     Stanisław Zaborowski  
ul. Grzybowa 28   Producer 
05-092 Łomianki   +48 696 44 93 17 
www.silver-frame.com  s.zaborowski@silver-frame.com



TRUST ME
January / Styczeń February / Luty March / Marzec April / Kwiecień May / Maj June / Czerwiec July / Lipiec August / Sierpień September / Wrzesień October / Październik November / Listopad December / Grudzień

YEAR 2020 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4 W1 W2 W3 W4

DEVELOPMENT WEEKS

TREATMENT 3 1 1 1

SCRIPT Draft I 3 1 1 1

SCRIPT Draft II 5 1 1 1 1 1

BOOKLET 3 1 1 1

FINANCIAL STRUCTIRE 1 1

SCRIPT DOCTOR / CONSULTATION 1 1

FOUNDS 20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

PICHING 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

PRE-PRODUCTION WEEKS

PRODUCTION SCHEUDLE 1 1

CREW 6 1 1 1 1 1 1

PRODUCTION WEEKS

PRE SHOOT 5 1 1 1 1 1

SHOOTING 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

POST-PRODUCTION WEEKS

EDIT OFFLINE 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

EDIT ON LINE 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

VFX 0

SOUND POSTPRODUCTION 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

MUSIC 4 1 1 1 1

COLOR CORRECTION 1 1

MASTERING/ COPIES 1 1

GRAPHIC 3 1 1 1

YEAR 2021
DISTRIBUTION WEEKS

EDIT OFFLINE 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

MUSIC 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

COLOR CORRECTION 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

MARKETING 26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

DISTRIBUTOR 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

FESTIVALS 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

PRESS 22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

PREMIER 0

YEAR 2022
DISTRIBUTION WEEKS

MARKETING 0

DISTRIBUTOR 0

FESTIVALS 0

PRESS 0

PREMIER 0

ANNOTATIONS BLOCKED OUT EVENT
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I DRFT EDIT

FINAL SCRIPT 
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2022
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2022
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2022
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2022
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2022
KARLOWE 
VARY  2022
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FINAL EDIT  
20.02.2021
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MATERIALS  
(POSTER)

SOCIAL 
MEDIA 

CAMPAGNE

HOT DOCS 
2022

PR 
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CHICKEN 
AND 
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MDM 
GERMAN

Y

POLISH 
FILMU 

INTITUTE

HBO 
EUROPE

DOCU 
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Warsaw, April 27th, 2020 

 

 

Letter of interest: project “Trust Me”  

 

To whom it may concern  

With this letter, I confirm the Władysław Ślesicki Film Foundation’s interest in the project „Trust Me”  

 by Joanna Ratajczak, produced by Stanisław Zaborowski/Silver Frame. 

Since 2015 the Foundation is running the biggest development program for creative documentaries in 

Poland, named Doc Lab Poland. Projects made by the producers from Silver  Frame have been 

developed succesfully  during Doc Lab Poland, and we are looking forward to working together on 

their new projects.  We hope  that it will be possible during the next edition of Doc Lab Poland, when 

they apply with „Trust Me”, the project which has a big potential.  

 

Sincerely, 

 





Warszawa, 22.05.2019. 
 

Marcel Łozinski 
 
 

LIST REKOMENDACYJNY 
 

Mam wielką przyjemność zarekomendować projekt     
Joanny Ratajczak pt. „Wielomiłość”. Autorkę poznałem      
podczas tegorocznego kursu Dok Pro w Szkole Wajdy.        
Od początku naszej współpracy z wielką determinacją,       
pasją i odwagą dążyła do realizacji swojego filmu.        
Głębokie studium psychologiczne polsko-niemieckiego    
małżeństwa, które podejmuje próbę stworzenia     
związku otwartego zapowiada się na jeden z       
najciekawszych projektów, przy których miałem okazję      
współpracować w ostatnim czasie. To temat tak       
aktualny i uniwersalny, że jest wart filmowej opowieści.        
Będzie w stanie poruszyć, a może i wstrząsnąć, rzesze         
widzów w Polsce i na świecie.  

Reżyserce udało się nawiązać bardzo dobrą relację ze        
swoimi bohaterami, którzy w wielkim zaufaniu      
wpuszczają ją w swoje życie. Blisko, bardzo blisko.        
Otwierają się przed nią całkowicie. Bez gier, masek i         
udawania. Dzięki temu mamy możliwość głębokiego      
wglądu w ich związek, psychikę i relację ze światem         
zewnętrznym. Tak autentyczny i intymny portret      
małżeństwa w kryzysie oglądam w dzisiejszym kinie       
bardzo rzadko. Jednocześnie reżyserka postępuje z      
dużą uwagą, szacunkiem i delikatnością w stosunku do        
swoich bohaterów. Nie narusza ich granic, nie       
zamierza w filmie epatować wulgaryzmem czy szukać       



taniej sensacji. Obserwując ich świat podejmuje próbę       
stworzenia wyrazistego, pełnokrwistego portretu    
związku dzisiejszych czasów, który odchodzi od      
wieloletniej tradycji i zaczyna wchodzić w      
niebezpieczne, niesprawdzone rejony… Czy taki     
eksperyment matrymonialny ma szansę powodzenia?     
Wątpię. Niemniej bardzo ciekawe jest obserwowanie      
tej historii i kierunku, w którym zmierza świat. Choćby         
był przerażający. Zadziwia mnie też skala tego       
zjawiska. Związki tego typu stają się coraz       
powszechniejsze, coraz więcej małżeństw łudzi się, że       
w ten sposób odnajdą szczęście. Co przyniesie       
przyszłość, czas pokaże. Jeszcze raz gorąco      
rekomenduję ten projekt.  

 
 
 

Die Übersetztung: 
 
 

EMPFEHLUNGSBRIEF 
 

Ich freue mich sehr, Joanna Ratajczaks Projekt mit dem Titel  "TRUST ME" zu empfehlen. 
Ich habe die Autor während des diesjährigen Dok Pro-Kurses an der Wajda School 

kennengelernt. Von Beginn unserer Zusammenarbeit an bemühte sie sich mit großer 
Entschlossenheit, Leidenschaft und Mut, ihren Film zu realisieren. Die tiefe psychologische 

Auseinandersetzung mit der polnisch-deutschen Ehe, die versucht, eine offene Beziehung zu 
begleiten verspricht eines der interessantesten Projekte zu sein, bei denen ich in letzter Zeit 

die Gelegenheit hatte  zu begleiten. Dies ist ein Thema, das so aktuell und universell ist, 
dass es eine Filmerzählung wert ist. Es wird in der Lage sein, eine Menge von Zuschauern in 

Polen und auf der ganzen Welt zu bewegen und vielleicht zu erschüttern. 
Die Regisseurin schaffte es, eine sehr gute Beziehung zu ihren Protagonisten aufzubauen, 

die sie mit großem Vertrauen  in ihr Leben ließen. Hautnah.  Sie öffnen sich ganz für sie. 
Keine Spiele, Masken und Täuschungen. Dadurch haben wir die Möglichkeit, einen tiefen 

Einblick in ihre Beziehung und auch Außenwelt zu bekommen. Ich sehe ein so authentisches 
und intimes Porträt einer Ehe in einer Krise im heutigen Kino sehr selten. Gleichzeitig handelt 
die Regisseurin mit großer Aufmerksamkeit, Respekt und Sanftmut gegenüber ihren Figuren. 



Es verletzt nicht ihre Grenzen, beabsichtigt nicht, in vulgärer Sprache anzugeben oder nach 
billigen Empfindungen Ausschau zu halten. Die beobachten ihrer Welt  ist ein versucht, ein 

unverwechselbares Porträt einer Beziehung von heute zu schaffen.  Eine Bezihung die 
beginnt sich in einen gefährlichen, unbekanten Bereichen zu bewegen ... Hat diees Ehe 

Experiment eine Chance auf Erfolg? Ich bezweifle es. Trotzdem ist es sehr interessant, diese 
Geschichte und die Richtung, in die sich die Welt bewegt, zu beobachten. Auch wenn es 
beängstigend ist. Das Ausmaß dieses Phänomens erstaunt mich ebenfalls. Beziehungen 

dieser Art werden immer häufiger, immer mehr Ehen werden versuchen, um auf diese Weise 
Glück zu finden. Was die Zukunft bringen wird, wird die Zeit zeigen. Ich kann dieses Projekt 

nur sehr empfehlen. 
 

Marcel Lozinski : https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcel_%C5%81ozi%C5%84ski 

  

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcel_%C5%81ozi%C5%84ski
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Court, 61 Cudworth Street, London E1 5QU, UK. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
22nd April 2020 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
 
 
Letter of interest to work on the documentary film TRUST ME by Joanna Ratajczak 
 
 
Alphapanda is a film marketing consultancy with team members in London, Berlin, Warsaw and Geneva. We specialise 
in digital marketing and manage the social media presence of several organisations such as Warner Bros. Switzerland 
and the European Film Awards. We also work on individual films including CORPUS CRISTI (PL, Oscar nominee‘20), 
BARN (NO, Venice’19), Une Colonie (CA, Berlinale Crystal Bear '19), Touch Me Not (RO, Berlinale Golden Bear 18), The 
Guest (IT, Locarno Piazza Grande'18) and Another Day of Life (PL, Cannes'18). 
 
Through this letter, we would like to express our strong interest in working on TRUST ME directed by Joanna Ratajczak 
and produced by Silver Frame. With the exploration of couple’s relationship dynamics as the chore topic, we believe the 
film has a strong potential for innovative and successful marketing and distribution. It will allow us to develop a strategy 
aimed at inducing early engagement and at creating promotional material and activities that go beyond just traditional 
promotion techniques.  
 
We are very excited to be part of this project and look forward to working with the production team on the marketing of 
the film. Please don't hesitate to be in touch for any further information. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 

 
 
Joanna Solecka 
 
Film Marketing Strategist 
Alphapanda GmbH 
joanna@alphapanda.com 
+48 501 102 878 
 




